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Implementation of novel remote respiratory parameter
registration techniques in clinical practice requires their
mandatory verification with standard contact biomedical
research methods [3]. The aspect of matching breathing rate
(FBR) values registered applying in parallel BRL and RPG
methods was previously [7] studied in details. However,
analysis of functional relationships between BRL and RPG
signals in both time and frequency domains for registration of
various respiration types has not been performed yet. The main
aim of this study is the comparison of BRL and RPG signals on
the basis of cross-correlation and spectral (CCS) analysis of
time series [8]. It is necessary for validation of BRL data with
standard contact biomedical research technique and to prove
reliability and correctness of BRL method application in
noncontact remote monitoring of external respiration activity
parameters.

Abstract — Verification of bio-radiolocation with standard
respiratory plethysmography during parallel registration of
different types of breathing movements of subjects is performed.
For all couples of synchronized signals corresponding to the both
methods cross correlation and spectral functions are calculated
and estimates of their generalized characteristics are defined.
The obtained results revealed bio-radiolocation to be a reliable
remote method for non-contact respiratory monitoring.
Keywords — bio-radiolocation, respiratory plethysmography,
correlation analysis, spectral analysis

I.
INTRODUCTION
Effective noncontact monitoring of breathing pattern is an
important aspect of functional diagnostics and vital signs
monitoring [1]. In analysis of respiratory movements character,
thoracic and abdominal components are usually taken into
consideration. This approach is based on the representation of
chest wall as a system with two degrees of freedom [2].
Changes in the volume of its thoracic and abdominal
components are almost linearly related to the changes of
perimeters of correspondent thoracic and abdominal areas of
chest wall.

II. METHODS
Generally, for determining functional relationships between
the two processes in time and frequency domains, a range of
methods is used, based on calculating CCS functions and
estimates of their generalized characteristics. The CCS
functions used in this study include normalized crosscorrelation function (NCCF) and cross-power spectral density
function (CPSDF). A couple of uniform time series with
synchronized reference points is usually taken as source data
for calculating CCS functions [8].

Usually, analysis of respiratory movements and associated
changes in volume of chest wall abdominal and thoracic
components
is
carried
out
applying
respiratory
plethysmography (RPG) methods [3]. In intensive care units,
impedance RPG is widely used. In turn, inductive RPG
methods are more popular in polysomnographic laboratories
for analyzing respiratory movements during sleep.

A. Normalized cross-correlation function
NCCF describes linear relationship between two signals
reflecting similarity of their shape, as well as relative position
in time domain. For digital signals X and Y, represented by
uniform time series with zero mean values, NCCF is
calculated as [8]:

Bioradiolocation (BRL) is a modern remote sensing
technique allowing to perform noncontact vital signs
monitoring of living objects (even behind optically opaque
obstacles), on the base of analysis of specific biometric
modulation in reflected radiolocation signal [4]. During tidal
breathing process, the modulation is mostly determined by
reciprocating displacements of skin surface in abdominal and
thoracic areas of chest wall due to periodic contractions of
respiratory muscles [5]. In medical practice, BRL technology
application is known in somnology for noncontact screening of
such types of sleep-disordered breathing as sleep apnea and
sudden infant death syndromes [6].
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ρ xy (τ ) =

K xy (τ )
σ x ⋅σ y

=

K xy (τ )

(1)

K xx (0) ⋅ K yy (0)

where
ρxy(τ) - normalized
cross-correlation
function;
Kxy(τ) - cross-correlation
function;
Kxx(τ),
Kyy(τ) - autocorrelation functions; σx, σy - standard deviations
estimates; f – frequency; τ – delay time.
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B. Experimentation
During the set of experiments, a subject was placed on a
prepared couch, lying on his back, arms along his sides
(Fig. 1). Using a tripod, the BioRascan antenna unit was
mounted at a distance of 1.0 m from the subject, directed
towards his chest wall area. The thoracic RPG monitor was
attached at the middle of the sternum, the abdominal one, at the
hypochondrium, passing above the navel. Each experimental
recording started with a deep breath to subsequently perform
peak-to-peak synchronization of BRL and RPG signals during
further stages of CCS analysis.

The similarity in shape of two signals in time domain is
determined by cross-correlation coefficient ρC, which is value
of NCCF at zero time delay [8]:
K (0)
(2)
ρ С = ρ xy (0) = xy
σ x ⋅σ y
B. Cross-power spectral density function
CPSDF for two signals X and Y is expressed through the
NCCF as follows [8]:

T

Pxy ( f ) = 4∑ ρ xy (τ ) ⋅ e − j 2πft 
τ =0


(3)

where Pxy(f) – cross-spectral power density function;
ρxy(τ) - normalized cross-correlation function; f – frequency;
T – the length of the analyzed time period; τ – delay time; t –
current time.
Knowing the maximum value of Pmax for corresponding fo,
frequency band Bef = fo ± ∆fef can be determined, in which the
main cross-power spectral density of the two processes is
concentrated, where ∆fef is effective width of cross-spectrum
in the neighborhood of the extreme frequency fo [8]:

∆f ef =

ρ xy (0)

2π ⋅ 4 ⋅ Pmax

=

ρк
8π ⋅ Pxy ( f o )

(4)

III. EXPERIMENT
Three normal male subjects with no respiratory pathologies
(age 22–24 years, height 170–176 cm, weight 64–82 kg)
participated in the experiments for comparing BRL and RPG
signals. The studies were carried out on the base of Laboratory
of Cardiorespiratory System Physiology and Biomechanics of
State Scientific Center of Russian Federation-Institute of
Biomedical Problems of Russian Academy of Sciences [9].

Figure 1. Parallel registration of BRL and RPG signals during experiment.

An effect of RPG belt perimetric monitors on receiving
BRL signal was preliminary estimated. Test signals were
recorded: without RPG belt monitors, separately with
abdominal and thoracic RPG belt monitors, and with both
monitors. No significant changes in the quality of received
BRL data were identified in each case according to the results
of visual analysis of typical registered BRL signals. Thus, it
can be concluded that the presence of RPG belt monitors on the
body does not cause significant distortion of the received BRL
signal in simultaneous registration of BRL and RPG data.

A. Equipment
BioRascan multifrequency BRL system with a continuouswave signal and step frequency modulation, developed at
Remote Sensing Laboratory of Bauman Moscow State
Technical University, was used in the experiments. The unit
has 16 operating frequencies in the range from 3.6 to 4.0 GHz.
The received signal is filtered by means of an active analog
filter with a bandwidth 0.03–5.00 Hz. The sampling rate is
52.1 Hz. Data are recorded in two quadratures. The BRL signal
power flux density is 1.36 µW/cm2, which grants safety for
both patients and medical staff during cardiovascular and
respiratory monitoring with BioRascan BRL system
application [10].

During the experiment, each of the subjects performed
three types of respiratory movements:
• A - spontaneous breathing (6 to 15 breaths per minute);
• B - rapid breathing (16 to 30 breaths per minute);
• C - breath holding after a deep breath, followed by
continued respiration (Fig.2).

When comparing BRL and RPG methods during
simultaneous data registration, "Respiration-1" instrumental
complex (developed by "Biophyspribor" of Federal MedicalBiological Agency of Russian Federation) was applied for RPG
recording. Specialized abdominal and thoracic belt monitors
with integrated rheostat-based perimetric sensors were used for
registering the respiratory movements of subjects. Signal
sampling rate in both cases is 250 Hz. Previously, "Respiration1" instrumental complex was used in biomedical research
program on the Russian Orbital Segment of the International
Space Station [11].

Figure 2. Typical BRL and RPG signals for breath holding episode
(a - BRL signal, b - RPG signal).
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It should be pointed out that correct and effective
registration of respiration arrests during sleep for longer than
10 seconds is an important aspect of central sleep apnea
screening and is essential in preventive diagnostics of sudden
infant death syndrome [12].

B. Analysis of correlation field for breathing rates values
For preliminarily determination of relationship between
FBR values obtained from BRL and RPG data, a correlation
field was constructed (Fig. 4). Each FBR value for BRL and
RPG signals realizations was defined as the difference in time
between the positions of neighboring peaks, multiplied by the
sampling rate (fs = 10.0 Hz).

In horizontal position (lying on the back), abdominal type
of respiration is prevalent. Reciprocating displacements of skin
surface in abdominal area mostly contribute to BRL signal
during tidal breathing [13]. For this reason, in performing CCS
analysis, source data from RPG belt abdominal monitor and
BRL signal quadrature on operating frequency of 3.6 GHz were
compared.
IV. DATA PROCESSING
In the structure of data processing algorithm for CCS
analysis of BRL and RPG signals the following stages can be
pointed out:
• pre-processing
(resampling;
smoothing;
Znormalization; synchronization of reference points);
• forming two-dimensional arrays of data for couples of
BRL and RPG signal realizations;
• construction and analysis of FBR correlation field
registered with both BRL and RPG methods;
• calculation and analysis of CCS functions (NCCF;
CPSDF);
• calculation of estimates of generalized characteristics
for CCS functions;
• interpretation and analysis of results.
MATLAB software was used for performing all the data
processing routines [14].

Figure 4. Correlation field of BR calculated for BRL and RPG signals
(A - spontaneous breathing, B - rapid breathing).

Analysis of the correlation field revealed the strong
positive linear relationship between FBR values obtained from
BRL and RPG data. Note that it is possible to discriminate
spontaneous respiration (typical FBR values in the range
0.12 - 0.23 Hz) and rapid respiration (typical FBR values in
the range 0.27 - 0.48 Hz) for all the subjects.
C. Analysis of normalized cross-correlation function
After forming two-dimensional arrays of uniform meancorrected time series for couples of BRL and RPG signals
realizations, NCCFs were calculated (Fig. 5).

A. Pre-processing
For each couple of BRL and RPG signals pre-processing
was performed (Fig. 3), including the following stages:
• resampling of source data using linear interpolation
method to set BRL and RPG signals to common
sampling rate of 10.0 Hz;
• smoothing the resulting uniform time series using fivepoint moving average filter to avoid possible highfrequency fluctuations and random bursts of data;
• Z-normalization;
• synchronization of reference points for couples of BRL
and RPG signals to form two-dimensional uniform
arrays of data for further CCS analysis.

Figure 5. Typical NCCFs for couples of BRL and RPG signals
(A - spontaneous breathing, B - rapid breathing).

As generalized characteristics of NCCFs cross-correlation
coefficients ρrb were calculated (Table 1), with values ranging
from 0.84 to 0.94 that indicate strong linear relationship
between BRL and RPG signals in time domain.
D. Analysis of cross-power spectral density function
Calculations of CPSDFs for couples of BRL and RPG
signal realizations (Fig. 6) were performed using Welch
averaged modified periodograms method [15] suppressing the
effect of spectrum side lobes as well as boundary effects and
reducing variances of cross-spectral power density estimates.

Figure 3. Typical BRL and RPG signals after pre-processing
(A - spontaneous breathing, B - rapid breathing).
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between BRL and RPG signals in time domain. The calculated
estimates of cross-spectrum effective width for all the signals
realizations reveal the fact that the main cross-power of BRL
and RPG signals is concentrated in the narrow frequency
range of respiratory movements. Thus, BRL should be
considered as a reliable and correct method for non-contact
remote breathing monitoring in biomedical applications.
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Figure 6. Typical CSPDFs for couples of BRL and RPG signals
(1, 2, 3 - subject numbers; A - spontaneous breathing; B - rapid breathing).
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